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Cluchey Awarded Fulbright Grant
Professor David P. ClucheY has

received a Fulbright grant to lecture at
the Financial Academy of the
Government of the Russian Federation in Moscow from FebruarY to
July 1994. A graduate of Yale College and Harùard Iaw School, Cluchey has taught at the I¿w School for
l4 years. His current courses include
antitrust, business associations, and
international trade regulation.
Professor Cluchey is one of approximately 2,000 U.S. grantees who will
travel abroad for the 1993-94 academic year under the Fulbright Program. Established in 1946 under
Congressional legislation introduced

by former Senator J. William Fulbright of Arkansas, the program is
dæigned "to increase mutual understanding between the people of the
United States and the people of other
countries." "Fulbrighters" are selected
for their academic or professional
qualifications and potential, plus their
ability and willingness to share ideas
and experignce with people of diverse
cultures.

The Financial Academy, created
last year by President Boris Yeltsin,
trains highly qualified personnel for

the financial and banking industries in
the new Russian market economy.
Cluchey will teach a course on the
relationship between government and
the economy with emphasis on the
experience in the United States. He
also expects to guest lecture in several

other courses on specific aspects of
American law.
Cluchey, who is fluent in Russian,
is eager to reacquaint himself with the
Russian people and culture. His interest in Russia dates back over twentyfive years. "I was a Russian History
major and wrote a senior thesis on the
role of the Russian student movement
in the Russian Revolution," he said.
In hisjunior year in college, he
received a National Defense Education Act Fellowship to study Russian
for five week in the Soviet Union. In
1970, he retumed to the Soviet Union
and camped for four week throughout southern Russia, ultimately traveling to Yerevan in Armenia.
Lured by his enduring fascination
with Russian history, Cluchey
retumed once again to Russia in 1987
time as a tourist in Moscow
-this
and læningrad. "I have continued to
follow the changes in the Russian

Professor Davíd P. ClucheY
government and the economy with
great interest," he commented. "With
the upcoming elections for the Parliament in December and the rapid
changes occurring in the economY,
this wilt be an absolutely fæcinating

time to be in Moscow."
Dean Donald Zillman commented,
"Professor Cluchey has been honored
with one of the mark of excellence in
higher education. We look forward .
to a very productive and enlightening
semester in Moscow.'l
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Schlesinger

"MulticulturãIis¡¡l

(and cwrent

Arthur M. Schlesínger, jn
America's strength hæ historically
come from individuals "forsaking old
loyalties and making a commitment
to a national identity that transcends '
diverse ethnicities," stated Professor

Arthur M. Schlesinger, jr.,

as he

explored the impact of what he calls
the'"cult of ethnicityi? in aspeech to a
packed audience at Portland High
School Auditorium on the evening of

October 7.

Richard Pattennude clmts with Judge
Unìversity ol Southern Maínc
Frank M. Cotfin at Moser Gallery reception

Schlesinger, historian, writer,
teacher and Presidential advisor, wæ
the speaker at the Second Frank M.
Cofün Lecture on Law and Public
Service. Author of more than 20
volumes on American history and
politics, he is the recipient of two
Pulitzer Prizes, in 1946 for The Age
ofJackson, and in 1966 for A Thousand Days. A professor of'history at

Harvard University from 194660 and
special æsistant to Præident Kennedy
from 1961-63, Schlesinger has been
Albert Schweitzer Professor of
Humanities at the City University of

New York for more than27 years,
The underlying philosophy of radical multiculturalism, Schlesinger said,
is that America is a nation of groups,
not individuals; that ethnicity is the
defining experience; that ethnic ties
are permanent and indelible; and that
USM Protessor
Portland Políce

Receptíon

Ame¡icans must be categorized by
ethnic and racial categories. This
philosophy, Schlesinger said, ..reverses

Del ivers Coffi n Lectu
ãîd the B¡ll of Rights"

re

the historic theory of America as one

people."
The movement to do away with
the concept of an overriding national

identity is focused in the public
schools, where'the debate about thp
curriculum is a debate about what it is
to be an American," he said. He

called teaching about different cultures and grgups a greît advance but

added,'lvhen multiculturalism

sys-

tematically disparages Wætern culture
and history, it weakens the fundamentals of the democratic way of life.'l
Extreme multiculturalism also,
Schlesinger said, "arguæ for reinterpretation, indeed curtailment, of
our bill of rights." He focused on the

of free speêch because free
speech, he said, is the foundation of
issue

I

democracy. Ironically, Schlæinger
said, the demand to suppress hate
speech comes from the left and from
some black leaders, and the push is
coming from educational institutions,
the same forces which historically
have defended free speech and the
beliefthat the expression ofan idea
cannot be prohibited just because the
idea is reprehensible.
Schlæinger answered questions
after the Lecture. Earlier in the day,
he and Judge Cofün spoke for an
hour in a Moot Courtroom packed
with students, faculty and staff. He
answered quætions running the gamut
from current crises in the world and
Congreqsional legislation to his philo'
sophy ofÏistory, his assessments of
historical figures and his views about
the Kennedy administration. A small
'group of students had lunch with
,

oldtriend, Ptofessor Schlesínger deliyers híi
Zíllman greets audíetæa

Judge Coffin ùúroduces
speech. Dean

Judge Coffin and Professor Schlesinger
and an opportunity to talk informally

with them.

r

FrankM, Coffinand ProM. Schlesìnger, jr. al
A¡thur
tessor
Judge

the Receptíon

(W

tò ríght) await Professor Schlesìnger's speech.

federal financial support for college. The
financially frugal (recall this was a large
poæntial commitment of tax dollars)
and elitist advocates took the position:

"If a young man had

ûo leave

his college

to fight the tffar, we should sup
port him when he resumes them. But
only him." The more egaliørian legislators argued "Why discriminate against
studies

the young man who may never have
imagrned enrolling in college before his
ærvice in the military?" The egalitarians
won the debaæ and University education in this country became more than
the preserve of the upper classes.
That broad-based access remains the
strongest argument for a public law
school in Maine. The Søte makes no
b€tter investment than to train its
t¿lented people. law training, with it¡

Dean Donald N. Zíllman

wide variety of postgraduation careers,

Dean's Column
I

was pleased to receive æveral good

comments fiom alums and friends about
the last Dean's Column. You share my
apprehension about the dectine in public
support for the public law school. Yet,
you recognize that a golden age of low
tuition public higher education has
probably come to an end. Common
sense does not c¿ll for bewailing the
State's failure to return to á "$200 per
semester law school." It does call for
asæssing how a "public-privaûe partner-

ship" can best serve our students, our
School, and the State. Læt us continue
that discussion.
Some of your comments persuade me
that I haven't made clear some of my
own strongly held attitudes about public
higher education in general and the
University of Maine School of L¿w in
particular. I'll continue to lead the
School bæed on these beließ. I senæ
and hope they are shared by the considerable majority of my colleagues, our
students, our alums and friends, and the
leaders of public education in the State
of Maine. If I'm wrong, you had better

tell me.

Two premises should guide us: First,

remains sound education and excellent
Ivlaine should continue a small, high
quality public law school. Second, if we
cannot maint¿in our quality, we should
preserve quality at the expense of publicness. My colleague Tom Ward says it
well: "There is little value in a mediocre
law school in the State of Maine."
My'þublic bias" starts with my own
education. My higher education took
place in two of the outstanding public
universities in the Uniæd Saæs-Wisconsin and Virginia. I feel fortunate in
many thiûgs in life. One of them was to
have grown up in the shadow of the
University of Wisconsin. The highly
subsidized tuition (I recall paying $85
for my fi.rst æmester) allowed many of
us to have an opportunity to reach
beyond what parental wealth allowed.
I was reminded of this recently in the
course of my research on military law. I
had occasion to re¿d the legislative
debate on that remarkable piece of legis-

lation, the 1944 Servicemen's Readjustment Act-better known as the GI
Bill of Rights. The st¿tute would surely
make my "top 10" list of the Outst¿nding Acts of the United Staæs Congress.
In the debate over the educational pro
visions a sharp division emerged as to
which veterans would'be eligible for

t

career preparation. Hundreds of bright

lvlainers want to punue that training
every year. For many, education at
Maine is their only realistic option given

family and financial considerations.
That alone provides strong justification for a public law school. However,
the public law school also serves its
legal community and Maine in many
ways. Consider the following contnbutions of the t¿w School. The major
public access law library in Northern
New England. The work of the Cumberland tægal Aid Clinic. The research
and service activities of the Marine [¿w
Institute and the

[¿w

Relaæd Educa-

tion program. The writings of faculty
and students on Maine law and practice.
The contributions of faculty to the work
of the courts, state government, and fhe
organized Bar. How many other units of
the University System make as visible a

contnbution to their State?
The degree of subsidy for higher education may have changed with changing
times. However, public education's
values are as strong as they have ever
been. With your help we can keep that
message before our leaders and before
our people. Help us tell the story.

r

Hon lloward Dana talks to students on "Pro Bono and the Legal
Protessíon" at the Law School's
Pro Bono Legal Servìce Progrøm
held on September 14.

I\IIAFTA and lts lmplications
One of the most hotly debated sub'
jects in recent times was the topic of
discussion in the Law School's Moot
Courtroom on the evening of
November 3. A panel of distinguished
speakers and advocates presented
their views on the North American
Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA).
"This is obviously no small matter of
law, economics, or politics," said
moderator, Dean Donald Zillman.
Leading the discussion was Law
Professor David P. Cluchey, whose
expertise is international trade and
business relations. Cluchey noted the
recuning role of the United States in
lowering trade barriers and the resulting sþificant increæe in trade. "This
has improved prosperity in the world
generally," stated Cluchey. "We need
secure access to a world-scale freetrade area. That is what NAFTA will
give us."
Michael Cavanaugh, Regional
Representative of the Amalgamated
Clothing and Textile Workers Union
took a different view. While he
believes a trade agreement between
the countries of North America could
be a politive development, he søted
the current NAFTA would lock into
place the wrong kind of economic
integration. "For working people in
all three countries, we can and must
do better," said Cavanaugh.
"Anybody would be hard-præsed
to tell you that NAFTA is not about
homogenizing the commercial standards of the th¡ee countries," stated

NAFTA

Maine Attorney General Michael

manufacturing jobs.

for Maine

Attorney General Mìchøel Carpenier '83, USM Protessor
Michael Híllard, Kurt Jensery Míchael Cavanauglq Professor Davíd P. Clutchey
ønd Joøn Frìedman
Carpenter. His concern, he said, is
NAFTA's effect on state law and the
binding obligations on state and federal agencies to conform to its terms.
He believes those laws that are found
contrary to NAFTA will either not be
applied or may become the basis of
trade sanctions.

USM Economics Professor Michael
Hillard sees NAFTA having a modest
impact on the U.S. labor market. He
estimated a range from a loss of
500,000 jobs to a gain of 200,000.
The majority of new jobs, he said,
would go to college educated workers
and, he predicted, there would be a
reduction in high wage,low skill

Joan Friedman, Assistant General
Counsel, Maine Chamber of Commerce and Industry, believes NAFTA
will have positive effects on Maine's
economy. She stated, 'Maine's trade
with Canada has increased 60 percent
since the implementation of the
Canada-U.S. free trade agreement.
Maine's exports to Mexico have
increased 77 4 perænt since I 987
a
direct response to the removal of cpr-

-

t¿in trade barriers in anticipation of

NAF"TA."

Kurt Jensen, Canadian consulate,
pointed out, "At a time when the
Canadian economy was is dire straits,
the U.S.-Canada, trade agreement
allowed exports to the United States
to grow 13.6 percent in 1992."
NAFTA will unite 360 million people
with roughly $7 trillion worth of
goods being manufactured, he said.
"The agreement will imprôve what
we've accomplished with the

Canadian-U.S. trade agreement."
Following the presentations, speakers responded to questions from Professor L. Kinvin Wroth, School of
Law; George Neavoll, editorial page
editor of The Portland Newspapers;
and Bob Young, news editor of the
Casco Bay Weekly. The program was
broadcast on Portland Community
Cable.

r

NAFTA panelísts who grillcd speakers: Bob Young, Casco Bay Weekly; George
Neavoll, The Portland Newspapers; and Professor L. Kinvìn lhroth

Rieser Presents Paper in South Africa
Professor Alison Rieser, Director

of

the Marine Law Institute, visited the
Institute of Marine Law at the University of Cape Town Law School in
Cape Town, South Africa.
The Law School at the University
of Cape Town is one of only a very
small number of law schools around
the world to include a special facility
dedicated to the study of marine law.
Rieser was invited to visit with
faculty, staff and students, and to
present a paper on the United Nations
Conference on Straddling and Highly
Migratory Fish Stocks, which she
attended last July as an observer for
the American Society of International
Law. (Her attendance at the Conference was made possible by a grant
from the Thompson Fund for the
Study of Marine Law.) Her presentation, "Developments in the Interna-

tional Law of High Seas Fisheries:

Facult¡t Neur
Professor David Cluchey lectured on
monopolization and the anti-trust
laws to economics students at Colby
College, Lewiston, on November 16.
He was co-chair of the Maine State

Bar Association's Legal Year in
Review on October 27 and moderated a panel on the new conflicts rule.
Professor Orlando Delogu is the
author of, "An Argument to the State
of Maine, The Town of Wells, and
Other Maine Towns Similarly Situated: Buy the Foreshore-Now," which
was in the Maine Law Review Yol.
45, No. 2,1993.
Professor Ellen Kandoian's article,
"Law From the Perspective of Depth
Psychology," has been published in
the Toledo Law Review. The paper
offers a model of law derived from
the psychological theories of Carl

Jung.
Professors Merle Loper and Mel
presented the plenary session,
"Current Perspectives on the Supreme
Court," at a Conference for Teachers
of Social Studies, Grades 5-12, on
November l. The event was cosponsored by the Maine Law-Related
Education Program and We the Peo-

Zarr

ple. . .The Citizen and the Constitution, a nationally acclaimed program
which helps students understand the
history and principles of the U.S. constitutional government.

UNCLOS Meets Rio," was attended
by faculty and students from the Law
School and the Departments of
Oceanography and Zoology and legal
representatives of a major South African hshing æmpany.
Professor Rieser was interested in
discussing developments in the làw of
the sea pertaining to high seas fisheries
and in investigating fishery management policies in southern Africa. The
high point of the visit, she said, was
the opportunity to meet with two
scientists who are legal consultants to
the African National Congress (ANC)
on fisheries and management policy.
Rieser discussed the experience in the
U.S. under the Magnuson Fishery and

Conservation and Management Act
with them. They also discussed the
gowing interest in the use of individual transferable fishing quota (ITQS),
a topic she is currently researching

Professor A líson Rieser
under Sea Grant sponsorship.
During the meetings Rieser wæ
given the opportunity to read and
comment on a

polþ

paper prepared

for the'ANC that recommends the use
of ITQS for South Africa's valuable
rock lobster, hake and abalone fisher-

to ølk again with
one of the consultants, Dr. Michael
Bergh, at a meeting next year in Seaties. Rieser hopes

tle, and plans to extend an invitation
to him to visit Maine to discuss lobster management policies with local
researchers, government officials and
industry representatives. I

Professor L. Kinvin Wroth has
been appointed by the Maine
Supreme Judicial Court as a consultant to the Court's newly formed

County Bar Association in Auburn on
October 26.
Dean and Edward Godfrey Profes-

Alternative Dispute Resolution Planning and Implementation Committee.

paper "Military Service and Political
Iæadership" at the Biennial Meeting
of the Inter-University Seminar on
Armed Forces and Society in Baltimore, Maryland on October 22.The
IUS is the world's preeminent organization for academic study of the
armed forces' role in society.
Dean Zillman's paper traced the
decline in the number of members of
Congress who have served in the military. Three examples are illustrative.
Only 14 of 104 newcomers to the
House of Representatives in l992had
military experience. None of the over
50 women members of the Senate
and House have military experience.
Only one of 22 members of the
House born after 1955 is a veteran.
Dean Zillman explored the ramifications ofan elected national leadership

The committee is charged with advising and assisting the Court in the
implementation of the proposals for
court-connected alternative dispute
resolution made in the 1993 Report
of the Commission to Study the
Future of Maine's Courts. Professor
Wroth served as chair of the Commission's Alternative Dispute Resolution
Task Force. Members of the Committee, chaired by former Law School
Clinic Director Cushman D.
Anthony, include: Kathryn Monahan

Ainsworth'7 6, Hon. Margaret Kravchuk'76, Susan Farnsworth '76, Peter

Mills'80, Jack Montgomery'77, Eric
Samp'75, and Vendean Vafiades '85.
On December 6, Professor Wroth
and Ann Gosline made a presentation
to the Administrative Law Section of
the Maine State Bar Association on
the recommendations of the Commission to Study the Future of Maine's
Courts concerning negotiated rulemaking and the use of alternative dispute resolution in the administrative
process. Professor Wroth spoke on the
current st¿tus of the Maine Bar Foundation's Rural Access Project at a
dinner meeting of the Androscoggin

sor Donald Zillman presented the

with no military service experience.
Tammy Willcox, Director of
Career Services and Placement, and
Mary Lou Dyer'80, Executive Director, Maine Bureau of Employment
and Training Programs, spoke to the
Augusta area Women's Lawyer Network about employment pqssibilities
for women with law degrees in
Augusta on December l. I

Ernest Smith to be Second
Visiting Godfrey Professor
University of Texas Professor Ernest
E. Smith will be Godfrey Visiting
Professor of Law for the Fall1994
semester. An internationally recognized scholar in the ñeld of energy
and natural resources law, Smith
holds the Rex G. Baker Centennial
Chair in Natural Resources Law.
In 1963, a year after graduating
from Harvard Law School, Smith
began teaching at the University of
Texas. From 197+1979, he was
Dean of the Texas Law School. He
hæ øught as a visiting professor at
Harvard Law School, the University
of Colorado Law School, the University of Minnesota School of I¿w and
the Centre for Petrqleum & Mineral

Professor Ernest E. Smith

Moot CourtTêam

I¿w

Studies, University of Dundee,
Scotland.
"It is our great fortune to hire a
splendid teacher and scholar in Ernest
Smith" said Dean Donald Zillman.
i'The fact that his most recent visit
was at the Harvard Law School
shows that his talents are wellrecognized in the legal community."
During his stay at the Law School,
Smith will teach a course in Property
Law and a course or seminar in either

Wilderness & Wildlife Conservatiôn

or International Business Transactions. "I'am certainly looking forward
to next Fall," Smith said. "I have
been at Maine Law School several
times and have been quite impressed
with your faculty and your physical
facilities. I am certainly pleæed at the
opportunity to become acquainted
with the students."

I

Trilaterals
This year's hypothetical crise wr¡s
in the mythical country of Canusa'
somewhere between Maine and the
Maritimes. The problem involved the
claim of a motel owner against a
swimming-pool manufacturer for loss
of business when supposedly nonskid
tiles in a pool surround, purchased
from a now-insolvent builder, became
slippery when exposed to water. In
addition, the defendant had moved to
disqualify plaintiffs counsel because a
new associate in the firm had previously worked on an early süage of
the case while employed æ an articling apprentice in defendant's counset

firm.
According to Professor L. Kinvin
Wroth, faculty advisor, who accompanied the team to Halifax, "This wæ
an outstanding team,.of which Maine
should be proud. The cæe involved
difücult issues in both Canadian and
American law, and the Canadian
judges especially praised the quality of
Maine's brief and the eæe of inanner
and familiarity with the cæe displayed
by all of the Mainers during oral
sel's

î
Moot Court Team members (W to rìght)
Show and Noah Wuesthoff, øll'94
Maine's Trilateral Moot Court
team swept the 1993 annual
Canadian-American competition with
Dalhousie and the University of New
Brunswick held in Halifax on
November 5 and 6.
The team, consisting of third-year

Pam Smíth furah Smíth, Barbarø
students Barbara G. Shaw, Pamela J.
Smith, Sarah G. Smith, and Noah D.

Wuesthoff, brought home the trophy
for best overall performance for the
second year in a row and won the
award for best brief. Wuesthoff was
named best oralist.

argument."

I

First-Year Student Wins Election
work load I was øking on as a
School Board member, but also knew
I wouldnlt have time to do much
campaigning," she said.

Day won, a2817 to 1887 vote victory. Although Westbrook is one of
the few partisan School Board elections in Maine, Day said, "I think
people cross party lines when it comes
to the School Board. I think my three
years of experience made the differenc,e."

MarthaDay'96
Politics is in Martha Day's blood.
She grew up in a family that considered

it a responsibility to participâte in civic
affairs. So it is not too surprising that
she managed to run for the School
Board in Westbrook while plunging
into her fÏrst year oflaw school.
Appointed to the Board in 1990 to fill
out a term, she had alread! served for
three years when she decided to run
for election this yeat. "I knew the

¿

f

After graduating from Bates College in 1987, Day retumed to her
home town and became involved
lilith the Republican City Committee.
In 1990 she was appointed to fill out
the School Board term of someone
who ræigned. The Republican City
Committee submitted three name5 to

Hon

Veterans'Lil

the School Board. They selected her.
"I feel very good about getting
elected," said Day. "I was chosen by
just six people in 1990. It's a different
feeling being chosen when over 4,000
people in Westbrook voted."

Syrnposium
A distinguished panel of speakers
met at the Law Sehool on September
24 to discuss the continually evolving
field of veterans' law. The symposium
was co.sporìsored by the Maine Law
Review and the Honorable Charles
Cragin '70, Chairman of the Board of

I

sions available via anonymous File

Transfer Protocol (FTP).
Once considered by Heels as "kind

of a hobby," approximately 60 universities and l0 countries are now on
his mailing list to receive periodic
updatçs of "The Lægal List." A 40G'
person law firm in San Francisco uses
i¡ as a lawyers? introduction to the
Internet. And Villanova University
and King's College, l¡ndon distribute
copies to their students.
fu more people gain access to the
Internet, Heels sees more lawyers
using computers to communicate with
their clients and with each other. fu
President of the M¿ine Law and
Technology fusociation (MLTA),
Heels and MLTA members, along
with the Student Bar fusociation,
sponsoring a talk by Shari Steele of
the Electronic Frontier Foundation, a
non-profit organization involved in
shaping the future of the Internet, on
Friday, January 19 at noon. Her subject will be "Why lawyers Should
Get On the Internet, and What are
the Implications". For more informafion, contract Erik Heels at heels@justice.eliot.me.us.

is

Erík Heels '95

¡

L. Crøgìn

l-ãw Reviry
Sponsoñs

Second-Year Studetrt Produces
Gomputer legal Resources Guide
A fascination with the world of
computer information networls led
Erik Heels '95 to produce a 75-page
book, "The lægal List, I¿w-Related
Resources on the Internet and Elsewhere." Available on Interfiet, the
international network of computer
networks, "The lægal List" explores
the world of electroniç resources from
law-related mailing lists such as
BITNET and UNIX LISTSERV
Groups to U.S. Supreme Court deci-

/

Charles

.

Veterans'Appeals. The event wæ
held in response to heightened interest
resulting from the recent creation by
Congress of the tJnited States Co¡rt
of Veterans Appeals.
The first speaker wæ the.Honora.
ble Frank Q. Nebeker, Chief Judge of
the Court of Veterans Appeals, who
talked about the challenges of defining
the scope of the Court's jurisdiction.
Chairman Cragin presented his views
on the changing role of the Board of
Veterans' Appeals and the impact of

judicial review on the VA claims
adjudication process.

Providing the advocate's perspective on the functioning of the'Court
and the potential need for reform was
Robert Nelson, General Counsel for
Paralyzed Veterans of America.
Remarls by Robert Campbell, Executive Director'for an organization
representing radiation-exposed veterans, and William Schneider'93, a

member of the legal staff at TOGUS,
concluded the session.

r

SBA Brown Bag Series: Food Íor Thought
Wednesday noon is now more than
just a time to grab a bite to eat. The
Student Bar Association has initiated
a new, informal speaker series. They
have invited individuals to talk about
a variety ofsubjects: Bob Briggs,
Bangor-Hydro President, gave his
perspective on the pricing ofelectricity;

Brian Martin t¿lked about labor law
and his experience arguing a particular
case before the U.S. Supreme Court.

Brían Martí4 Esq.

labor
experíences as an
dìscusses

Iow and hís
appellate ødvocøte beJore the U.S.
Supreme Court.

This fall the most common speakers
were gubernatorial candidates. I

Angus King, candídate for Governor of Maíne

F

A.--f

w

Sumner Lípmaq candídate Jor
Governor oJMaíne

State legíslntíve leøder, Rep. Judy

¡

't¿

Helen Prejeary author of Dead
Men \üalking: An Eyewifness
Account of the Death Penalty in the
U.S.

.P

ü¡
Tom Allery candìdatefor Governor
of Maìne

Bob Bríggs '73, Presìdent, Bangor
Hydro-Electríc Company, tøIks on
energ¡t policy and Maíne envíron-

Ë

mental

[l
n
JÍm Howanìeck, candìdate
Governor oJMaíne

for

rlss¿es.

Getting Along UUith Nietzsche
(Remørks by Deøn Emeritus Edwørd S. Godfrey øt the Annuøl Alumní Dínner,
(Jniversíty o! Maíne School of Law, November 6, 1993)
Sometime last June some folks at the
law school became aware that I would
probably survive until July 2l and thereby become 80 years old (81 by the
accurate Chinese count). There was talk
of rallying the clans for a big birthday
party. I countered with a Faustian
proposal: Drop the party, and I'll make
a cameo appearance at the alumni
dinner in the fall. I could be sandwiched
between other speakers.
Five minutes, I thought, could be
filled with expressions of appreciation to
my successor deans- Bert Prunty, Kinvin Wroth, and Don Zillman-to my
colleagues on the faculty, and to many
of our graduates, for their kindness and
support these past 20 years. Or, the time
could be easily filled with a recital of
some accomplishments of those, past
and present, whose teaching, writing
and service have m¿de this small law
school a source of considerable enlightenment and strength.
Came September. All hope for other
speakers had evaporatqd and I was to
be alone, like a whale on the beach.
Five minutes would no longer do. Joan
Amerling's assistant, Jackie Moore,
pressed for a topic the flyer had to go
out to alumni pronto. What to talk
about?

At that time I had just read some
Frenchman's remark after reading
Nietzsche's Thus Spake Zaraihuslra.
The remark was, "If God is dead, everything is permitted." Offhand, that hadn't
struck me as a necessary sequitur, and it
certainly wasn't Nietzsche's. I had complained about it to our theologian in residence, Dave Gregory, who gave me
two books by or about Nietzsche, and I
happened to be working on them when
Jackie demanded my topic for this
dinner. The matter might interest lawyers,
thought I, since they run into a lot of
ethical questions and probably wonder
from time to time whether their ethical
principles bear some relation to their
theological views (if any). At wit's.end,
I gave Jackie the catchy topic "Getting
Along with Nietzsche." In words of one
syllable for lawyers: If there is no God,
what is it that keeps the good guys and
gals from padding the billable hours, et
celera2

Since this dinner has been construc-

tively transformed, in part, into a birth-

day party, I thought some of you might
be diverted by hearing from an eyewit-

what the world looked like on July
21,1913, to a brand-new baby-a
white, male, middle-class, hopelessly
ness

Eurocentric baby. Here is a sort of
Hatlo-type historical snapshot:
Queen Victoria had been dead 12
years; Edward VII, four. George V was
king ofEngland and a lot ofother places.
Wilhelm II, king of Prussia and
emperor of Geimany, was the Big Baddie of the world, though most folks
were not yet aware of the fact. England
and Germany were beefing up their
navies for a big fight.
Woodrow Wilson was in the White
House, and the psalm-singing prohibitionist, William Jennings Bryan, was

(incredibly) secret¿ry of state. Teddy
Roosevelt was hunting rare animals in
South America. The Supreme Court of
the United States, Edward White Chief
Justice, was guarding the interests of big
business like a bulldog.
Crude airplanes were flying and had
flown for ten years. There was no radio
for the public and no television at all.
Telephones were cranked by hand to
arouse real live operators, most of
whom chewed chicle gum. Urban
streets were illuminated partly by gas,
partly by electricity. Homes had iceboxes for ice, for drinks, Some people
got typhoid fever from ice cut on polluted ponds and rivers. Ice wagons, coal

milk wagons,
tar wagons for patching streets, scurried
about, drawn times by often sorrylooking horses. In winter, the wagons
wagons, bread wagons,

became sleds; children "hooked on"
behind and got free rides over the icecovered streets. On cold mornings, cats
licked the frozen cream as it emerged
from the bottles of milk left on house
porches.
Electric streetcars were replacing horsecars in the cities and big towns. Railroads ran everylvhere and had spectacu-

lar wrecks. In the American South,
apartheid had been completed for
blacks and whites. Indians had been
herded into the reservations. The United
States was still digesting Puerto Rico
and the Philippines, acquired from the
Spanish-American War. Public water
supplies and sanitation had been slowly
improving in the United States and

Europe for two genérations, but horrendous epidemics of cholera, smallpox,
infl uenza, diphtheria, typhoid, typhus
and plague still raged here and there,
from time to time, all over the world.
Tuberculosis was a common cause of
death.

Except for the final preparations
being made to fill and open the Panama
Canal, the main events on July 21,
1913, were aking place in Europe. The
war between men and women was at a
peak in England, where suffragists were
raising Cain for women's right to vote:
buming down buildings, destrofng
mail, "spoiling golf links," and going on
hunger strikes when imprisoned. Has
anyone here ever heard of "The Catand-Mouse Act?" It was an act of Parliament, passed in April of 1913, authorizing the reincarceration of former
prisoners (mostly women, of couræ)
who had gone on hunger strikes in
prison and been released so that they
wouldn't die of starvation. The suffragists dubbed the statute "The Cat-andMouse Act," and the uproar in England
had by no means died down by midsummer of 1913.
What was known as the Second Balkan
War was still raging. Buþria had
attacked Greece and Serbia on June 29
with initial success; but on July 10,
Romania had declared war on Bulgaria,
and by July 2l,the Buþrian army was
in fulI retreat on all fronts. The New
York Times account of July 2l included
a report by a British observer that the
Bulgarian army was charged with
slaughtering 50,000 Serbs in its initial
advance. Diplomats in various capitals
were cited as taking a grave view of the
situation. The czar of Russia liked the
Serbs; the emperor of Austria-Hungary
did not.
Although our l9l3 baby could not
have known it, Westem art and music
were in decline. The great composers
Brahms, Bruckner, Dvorak, Grieg,
Mahler, Tchaikovsky and Wagner had
died a generation or two earlier.
Although Elgar, Prokofiev, Puccini,
Ravel, Schönberg, Sibelius, Richard
Strauss and Stravinsky were still around
(much of their best work already done,
by the way), the falling off was obvious.
In the white world, jazz was still
unknown, except to aficionados.

il
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A similar decline was evident in art.
The post-impressionist triumvirate,
Gzanne, Gaugin and Van Gogh, were
all de¿d. A few of the impressionists
were still painting away--Monet and
Matisse, for example---challenged by
Picasso, Miró and Braque, with their
"Cubism," and by a gaggle of incomprehensible expressionists. Painting and
serious music were becoming occult
arts.

The sciences, on the other hand, were
flourishing, with great discoveries and
inventions. Investigations into the origparticularly of
ins and behavior of life
humankind-the composition of the
universe, the construction and behavior
of matter, the nature of consciousness in
animals, were proceeding, as they had
proceeded through the l9th Century,
with vigor and imagination. Einstein's
special theory of relativity, announced
in 1905, had gained acceptance inl9l2.
Russell and Whitehead had ground out
their Principia Mathematica in 1910,
æeking to derive all mathematics from
postulates of logic.
But all was not well in 1913.
Thoughtful people were concerned
about the growing bellicosity of the
European nations toward one another.
A generation earlier, writers like Dostoevsky and Tolstoy had exposed the
dark side of the supposed material
progress. Western Europe was really
govemed by plutocracies, Tolstoy
thought, whatever democratic institutions may have been installed for nominal governance. The United States was
becoming a plutocracy itself as the gap
between rich and poor widened. Upton
Sinclair and others were warning of the

-

danger.

On the religious and philosophical
fronts, the discoveries of Darwin in
biology and Charles Lyell in geology
had created a crisis that could not be
resolved. Throughout the l9th century,
the various Protestant sects had fostered
the notion that the rapid progress of civ-

ilization in northern Europe and the
United St¿tes was attributable to some
superior virtue of Protestant over
Catholic doctrine, and of both over the
tenets of Mohammedanism, Buddhism
and other religions. Freedom from
priestly domination, it seemed, was the
ticket for material progress.
It is hard today to understand the
extent to which the outlook of Americans in the early 1900's was still dominated by Protestant religious orthodoxy.
The individual was supposed to find
religious and moral truths directly from
the Bible as the word of Godluided,
of course, by sermons and tracts from
various divines at points where the laity
might have some difficulties.
The discoveries in the 19th century
had put many Christian beliefs into
direct question. Though the tenet that
Jesus was divine was incapable of scientific proof or disproof, mounting evidence about the age of the earth made
the creation accounts in Genesis harder
to credit than the virgin birth or the
resurrection of Jesus. Worse, it became
harder for the ordinary citizen to believe
that human beings were special to God
as findings came in from astronomy,
physics and paleontology that the sun
and its planets were not at the center of
the. universe, that there were millions of
suns, that our own sun was a minor star
far from the center ofa huge galexy,
that our sun and planets could not continue to exist forever, and that humankind had developed from an animal
species that, though a relatively recent
arrival on earth, was hundreds of thousands of years older than Biblical
measurements could account for.
With all this battering at the foundation of Christianity, many scientists took
the ground that there was a "God" all
right but it was not a "personal" Godnot concerned, that is, with or for individuals and crrtainly not benevolent.
For them, "God" was expressed in the
rules goveming the behavior of all mat-

ter and all consciousness.
Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche, who
was born in 1844 and died in 1900, was
one of many philosophers who tackled
the problem: If there is no God, if there
is no life hereafter, what can be
appealed to as a basis for moderating
total selfishness in human conduct?
Why, if there is no God, is not all
behavior permitted? That this is by no
means an academic question is shown
by the current spate of mindless
rampant violence all over the world at
every level.
Of course, there are prudential reasons for not behaving at all times in a
supremely selfish way. Cooperation
works well in the raising of children and
defending against predators; one expects
some reciprocity; one tends to avoid
disapproval anC shunning by other
human beings, etc. But Nietzsche, like
his predecessors in philosophy, was
looking for something more pervasive
than prudential reasons to elevate
virtues like magnanimity, creativity and
leadership.

Actually, it is hard to say precisely
what Nietzsche wanted human beings to
do or be. He certainly wanted them to
be brave and bold, cheerful and creative. He thoroughly hated many of the
supposed virtues of Christianity, and
some of Buddhism as well selfabnegation (a "slave mentality," he
c¿lled it); meekness and lowliness;

"tuming the other cheek;" seeking "salvation" through faith; asceticism and
withdrawal; the whole idea of living so
as to achieve blessedness in some afterlife. He hated pessimism and gloom and
the Christian preoccupation with sin,
suffering, death and saving one's soul
from damnation.
Much of Nietzsche's writing strikes us
as pure raving: his views on women are
outrageous, and his strictures on Christianity, Buddhism and Judaism are
unbalanced by any expression of appre(Continued on next page)

Dean Eórard S, Godfrey
Afær graduating from Columbia University School of Law, Edward S. Godfrey began
lepl c¿reer in 1939 as an attomey in the general counsel's offrce of the Federal Home
I¡an Bank Board. He ærved in the Army from l94l to 1946. For two years he practiced
law in Albany, New York, before joining the faculty of Albany [¿w School, Union
his

.å.

t

University.
ln 1962 Dean Godfrey came to Maine as dean of the re¿stablished law school of the
University of Maine. He retired æ dean in 1973, but remained on the faculty until 1976,
when he was appointed associate justice of the Maine Supreme Judicial Court. After retiring from the Court in 1983, he went to New Mexico as recipient of the Carl Hatch Chair
of [¿w and Public Administration at the University of New Mexico for 1983-1984.
Since 1984, Dean Godfrey has taught at the University of Maine [¿w School as an
adjunct professor but occasionally returns to New Mexico as a visiting professor.

(Continued from previous page)
ciation of their stronger points. His
"Ubermensch," or "Superman," is such
an undefined creature (except that he is
strong-willed and rather uninhibited)
that it is no wonder the Nazis took him
over later and much other Nietzschean
baggage with him---even though
Nietzsche himself would have been
devastated at the appropriation.
Nietzsche strongly repudiated antiSemitism and broke off his earlier
friendship with Richard Wagner largely
over that issue.
I can get along pretty well with
Nietzsche up to a point. I do not care
about saving my soul or having anyone
else save it. With respect to afterlife, it
would be fun to meet up again with
some of the great people I have known,
including some who were once on this
faculty. But I do not expect or even
hope to do so. I do not expect to go to
heaven and be dealt lots of acps and
kings in bridge and poker, or to go to
hell and continue to get the sort of
hands invariably dealt to me in money
games on earth. I have done bad things,

but not thalbad.

I cannot share Nietzsche's certainty
that there is no God. There is too much
about consciousness that we know
nothing about. Moreover, there seems to
be enough evidence of system in natural
pheriomena-even when we take socalled chaotic behavior into accountto preclude ruling out the posibility of
some kind of harmonizing principle.
The chief precept of Confucius, the
Chinese philosopher, was "Do not do to
others what you do not like yourself'a version of the Golden Rule that eliminates the danger of oflicious meddling.
(Chinese accuracy again.) Living by that
precept would hardly be heroic in the
Superman mode. But Nietzsche, in a
rare mellow passage, has a tolerant
word for the ordinary working stiff who
isn't conquering Europe or writing
Faust or composing Don Giovanni or
building the Panama Canal-just as
long as he doesn't have any hangups
about saving his soul. The Confucian
precept resolves most of our practical
ethical problems rather neatly (e.g.,
whether to pad the billable hours.) If
Nietzsche will let me tag along with
Confucius from here on, I can get along
with Nietzsche.

¡

Those issues and other ongoing matters
sure, be revisited by your next
President, Eliz¿beth Butler 79, who was

will, I am

elected at the Annual Meeting at the

Portland Country Club on November ó,
along with the following other officers
and new Board memben: June Zellers
t6 is your new Vice-President, Keitl¡
Powers'73 is Secreøry and Arlyn
Weeks'81 is Treasurer. New Board
members are: David Silsby'58, Paul

President's Column

Hirsch'68, David Silk'85, Elizabeth
Woodcock'88, and l¿ura O'l{anlon'92.
At the Annual Dinner we were
honored and treated to a speech by
Dean Godfrey. On behalf of the Alumni
Board I again thank the Dean for his
willingness to participate, his good
humor and, not the least, his capacity to

This is my last Newsletter column,
and, in keeping with time honored tradi-

share strch an unbounded intellect.
I would like to take this space to

tion, I will offer my perspective as Presi-

thank Dean T,illmanand Joan Amerling
and the Administ¡ation in general for
recognizing the worth of the Alumni, for
grafting us into the Dean's areas of concem, and for keeping us apprised of the
decisions that he makes. We are fortunat€ to have a dean who interacts and
relates well with students, the alums, the
faculty and the larger community,
I have been thinking about all those
things that make the law fühool special
as I reflect on my years on the Board
and my year as President, and as I help
plan my 25th Reunion. The class of 1968
had a very succesfrrl 25th Reunion last
summer. My class is now preparing for
its 25th Reunion next yeår. Thinking
about the Reunion reinforces my feelings
about the special nature ofour school
that allowed us to both get a quality
education and make lifelong friends.
The University of Maine School of
[aw, although somewhat larger than
people in my class remember, is still a
unique place in terms of the relationship
between the students and faculty and the
quality of the education. Given the current fiscal situation in the State, we need
now more than ever to continue and
expand our financial support of the
School so it will be able to provide
enhanced instn¡ction, needed scholarship
and public interest fellowship support
and program development.
I have beæn honored to serve in my
stewardship capacity and am very
appreciative of thoæ who supported our
activities. I wish continued succ€ss to
incoming President Butler and her fellow
Board members.

J. Corson'69

dent concerning the activities ofyour
Board over the past year. Being æsociated with the institution both last year
and this current year has been exciting.
Moot court teams won national championships competing against far larger
and long-established schools, the Coffin
Iæcture was established, and the Clinic
expanded its ofierings in real-life legal
experiences. Also expanded was the

alumni involvement with the institution
and its students.
You¡ Board worked together with the
administration to again improve the first
year orientation program with more participation by graduaæs. We also began
the alumni-student mentor program,
which I believe has been well received.
The Dean has involved the Alumni
Board in discussions about decisions and
directions the l¿w School should make
and take. He has sought alumni input in
the realities of the non-ac¿demic world.
Under my stewardship your Board
created permanent Alumni-Student
Involvement and Fundraising Commitæes.
This year was marked by a fairly
lively discussion about the direction the
Univenity of Maine Board of Trustees is
taking concerning support of the quality
program at the I¿w School. There has
been considerable discusion about how
to meâsure the contnbution the [¿w
School makes for its own support, a
focus of an earlier newsletter column.
Also addressed in an earlier newsletter
was the perception of some politicians
and some in the legal community concerning the future of the I¿w School.

I
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Race Results
L Andrew Black

94

2l:21

2. Seth llanow'96
3. Trent Sevene'95
4. Bruce Nicholson 92
5.. D¿n Walker

6.
7.
8.
9.

2l:24
2l:30
22:05
24:06

9ó

Will Lund'80

24:lJ8

Richard Mulhem'85
Jim Gunson'95
Duncan McEachem 68

24:16
24:31

24:56

10. AndrewMacl.e¿,n92
I

l.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

25.09
25:21
25:33

Michael Spargo 94

Tim Smith'95
J.T. Mann 94

26:Ol
26:25
27:04

'

Jim Gagne ?9
Don Zill¡nan, Faculty
Deny Rundlett'73

27:ú

Dan Mitchell'96

27:lO

David Fanar'86

27:13
27:15
27:36
27:49

Todd l¡well 94
20. Dan Edwards'96
21. John llanson 94

22. PúIanni'9í

Andy Black '94 and Pat lanni '9$ first in the møle and

lãw School
Roadrace15 Year:

end flunning
Andrew Black '94 edged out Seth
Harrow '96 with a time of 2l:21, his
best yet, at the

l5th Annual [¿w

School Roadrace held on October l.
Harrow was just three seconds behind
Black; Trent Sevene'95, last year's
winner, followed H4rrow by six
seconds.

Seventy-seven participants lined up
for the start of the race. The field of
runners and walkers, made up of students, alums, faculty, staff and'friends
of the l-aw School, completed a 4mile disønce around Portland's Back
Cove.

Pat Ianni'95 was the first female to
cross the finish line; Abby Holman
'91 was a close second. Bruce Nicholson'92 was the {irst alum to cross the
finish line with Will Lund'80 and
Richard Mulhern'85 not far behind.
Duncan McEachern'68 placed 10th
in the race, as usual beating many
students and alums a few years
younger than he. Jim Gagne'79
earned l4th place and ttre award for
"traveling the furthest" -hometown
Chicago. The first faculty finisher,
Donald Zillman, was nosed out again
by canine companion and running
'partner, Meander. After the race, participants adjoumed to the l¿w School
for refreshments and awards handed
out by race coordinator and avid
runner Professor Orlando Delogu.

23.
24.
25.
2ó.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.

27:5O
28:01

Tom Eyman 96
Jason

Tiballi'9ó

28:06
28:10
28:18

Michael Bosse '96
Abby Holman 9l
:
Ted Foss
Christopher Gos'95
Scott Miller'95

95

28:23
28:41

28:45

Bill Dale'75

29:O7

Christopher Allen 96
Chris Mulligan'95
C¿therine Decker 95
'
Jonathan Goldin 96
Jon Gale 95
David Benemen'85
Orlando Delogu, Facúty
Richard Rega¡94 .
Gerry Conley'79

45.
4ó.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52;
.53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
61.

62.
63.
64;

Don

30:¿10

30:,tB

30:54

3l:51

3l:52
3l:59
32:N

Peters, Frieñd

Regan Homey

96

'

Scon Homey, Friend
Sandra ShÁnnon'96

David Cogliano'95
Jim Katsiaficas'84
Pam I¡¿r, Friend
Peær Thompnon'94
Tom Cloutier, Friend
Rirchard Bayer 96
Monic¿ Bigley
Gabriella Hughes, Friend

9l

Donna Katsiaficas'84
l-ouiæ Arkel'94
Kim.Linnell, Friend
Hope Mills, Friend
Casie Chase'96
Donna Linnell, Friend
Julie Pickus'95
Suzette Olafse¡i '96
Deirdre Casey'96
Karen Asselin '94

68. Dana Bienvenue'96

69. Fran Tibbetts, Staff
70. Rachelle Pariæ '94
71. Michelle Doyle 96
72. Julia Underwood'96
73. Daphne Moynier 96
74. Emily Rooævelt'96
75. Catherine Lindgren '96
76. Sue Spokes 96
77.'leretg Cloutier'96

'79.

30:¿10

3l:00
3l:30
3l:39
3l:48

65.
6ó.
67. Kerith Killip 96

Abby Holman '91, Attdy MacLean'91, Dwrcan

29:52
30:19
30:22

tl0. EmilyBroadhead'94
41. David Corson 69
42. Jim Muir 94
43. Bruce Hepler'94
44:. LizMooney 94

60.

ra¡

29:32
29l,34

'

32:lO
32:46
33:14
33:15
33:48
33:48
34:16
34:47
35:06
35:l I
35:13
35:p8
36:O2

36:15
36:52
36.52

37:59
37:59
39:33
40:55
41:09
Walked
W¿lked
Walked
Walked
Walked
Walked
Walked
Walked
Walked

AnnUal Dinnefrrr
1994 BOafd ClffiCerS

and Reunion Gatherings

for their contributions. rhey are: Jeri

and New Direcrons ïä^:'i#,ä,Y;åi3lrlä,

Elected

å,T,iìlÌ'^Ì;-?îI'.ï'tl''fi"111*,

At its Annual Business Meeting
preceding the Annual Dinner, the
Alumni Association elected five new
members to the Board, one current
membèr to a second three-year term,
and extended the term of 1993 President David J. Corson'69 for one
'

additional year.
Keith A. Powers'73, Preti, Flaherty, Beliveau & Pachios, Portland,
was elected to a second term. New
board members include: Paul J.
Hirsch'68, Internal Revenue Service,
South Portland, ME; I¿ura M.
O'Hanlon'92, Superior Court clerk,
Augusta, ME; David P. Silk'85, Curtis, Thaxter,'Stevens, Broder & Micoleau, Portland, ME; David S. Silsby
'58; and Elizabeth C. Woodcock'88,
U.S. Attomey's Office, Bangor, ME.
A short Board Meeting was held
after the Annual Business. Meeting to
elect 1994 ofücers. The new ofücers
are: Elizabeth R. Butler'79, Pierce,
Atwood, Scribner, Allen, Smith &
Lancaster, Portland, ME, President;
June D. Zellers '86, Skelton, Taintor

& Abbott, Auburn, ME, VicePræident; Keith A. Powers'73, Secretary; and Arlyn H. Weeks'81, Conley, Haley & O'Neil, Bath, ME,
Treasurer.

After the Dinner, President Corson
introduced the new ofücers and Board
members and thanked those leaving

president.

Alternet¡vc
Sentencing:
Wlrat Works end

Doesnt in
Maine
Prior to the Annual Dinner, Justice

Arthur Brennan moderated a panel
focussing on the topic of alternative
sentencing. In addition to Justice
Brennan, panel members included

York County District Attorney
Michael P. Cant¿ra'81; Joan Gauche,
Director of Sentencing Options, a private organization that helps dæþ
alternative sentences; Peter Tilton,
Executive Director, Parole & Probation, Department of Corrections; and
defênse attorney Michaela Murphy
'83.
The panel described a number of
different options that are working in
other states and commented on how
these options might work in Maine.
They reported on the number of people in Maine prisons and the number
of probation officers at work in Maine
and discussed alternative sentences in
Maine.

Ilean Emerìtus Edward S. Godlrey
delívers hß speeclr, "Getting Along
wíth

Ntetzschc."

'

Dean Godfrey:

"Getting Along
UU¡th Nietzsche"
Although, as President David Corson said, Annual Dinner speaker
Dean Edward S. Godfrey needed no

'

introduction, Dean Godfrey actually
was introduced by six people. Corson
described his first meeting with the
dean. June Zellers'86 told about one
fortunate outcome of the Battle of Little Big Horn-the survival of Dean
Godfrey's grandfather, Lt. Col.
Edward Sutter Godfrey. Greg Powefl
'80 tålked about clerking for Supreme
Judicial Court Justice Godfrey. Ron
Cullenberg described driving cross
country with the Dean. Rod Rovzar
'73 described his law school interview
with Dean Godfrey. Jay Theise '70
paid tribute to the warm ând caring
person who has affected so many
lives, the "real" Dean.
Dean Godfrey's words were worth
the wait. So many at the dinner-=-and
some who couldnzt make it-åave
ì

requested copies ofthe speech. Rather
than summarize it and lose its message and impact,

"Getting Along with

Nietzsche" is printed in its entirety in
the mid-section of this newsletter.

I

Newly elected Alumni Assocíatíon officers (W to right) Keìth Powers '73, Seuetnry; Elizabeth Butler '79, Presídent; June Zellers '86, Vice Presídent; Arlyn

lleeks'81, Treasurer

Díetzko Víncente'83 ønd
Chuck Henegar '83 chat at dìmer.

The Class oJ 1973 gathered before the Dìnner at the home oJ Hon Peter GoranStanding: Peter Goranites, S. Peter Mills III, Dwíght Fífield, James Camp-

r'fes.

bell, Charles Smíth, Jr,, Gregory Farrís, John McElwee, Jeny Petrqccellí
(Faculty), Peter Roy, Robert Bríggs, Roderíck Rovza4 Thomas Hennen, Thom4s Berry, Joseph Manera, Jr. Seated: Orlando Delogu (Faculty), Greg Foster,
Wíllìøm Hardy, Ellsworth Rundlett il[ Gary Thorne, Ernest Balívet, Keith
Powers. Those attending but not in photo included: Deon Edwørd GodJrey, Judy
Potter (Føculty), Davìd Gregory (Faculty) and Annee Tara. Toby Bølívet camc
trom Vermont, Joe Manerafrom Providcnce, John McElwee from Caríbou and
Tom Hennen from Seøttle

!

Thc Class of 1988 gathered before
the Dínner at the Galley
Restaurant..Píctured here are
Wøync Reed" Cynthía Cegelskí
Arry Domna Gíates, Paula House

McFaul, Steve Bíther and Ann
Robinson

Tlnsefrom the Class oJ 1978 at the Díruær: Paula Singer, Steve Moriarty, hb
Van Wyck, Mìlcc Saucier, PauI Eggert, Glen Porter, John 8øiss, Davíd Evans
and Eíleen Epstein Eíleen hosted an open house beþre thc dìnner where more

Ed Bearor '88 wíth youngest son
(Photos courtesy Stev Parker '88)

class members gathered.

Members oJ the Class of 1973 gather before dinner: Br¡b Avaunt, Keith Powers,
Tom Hennc4 Joe Manera, Toby Balívet and Jìm Campbell.

Bob Yan úI/yck'78 chats wíth
Mílcc Saucier'78. Bob traveled
from Flagstaff, Arízona to attend
Annual Dínner and the 1978
Reuníon.

Alumni News
'7O

'76

Hon. Joseph H. Field was on
the faculty of the Maine State Bar Association's Continuing lægal Education
program, "Basic Real Estate Practice,"

gon.Charles L. Cragin,

Chairman of the U.S. Department of
Veterans Affairs Board of Veterans'
Appeals, authored the plenary session
remarks, "Marbury v. Madison:T\e
Court's'Province and Duty'as Seen
from the Receiving End," presented at
the U.S. Court of Veterans APPeals
Second Annual Judicial Conference on

in Portland on October 6.

'79

Judith w. Andrucki was on
the faculty of the Maine St¿te Bar Association's Continuing lægal Education
program, "Basic Real Estate Practice,"
in Portland on October 6. Robert A.

October 18.

'71 o^¡dJ. Ftetcher was on the
faculty of the Maine State Bar Association's Continuing Iægal Education program, "Effective Estate Planning," in
Augus[a on October 14. Kenneth E.
Snitger was on the faculty of the
MSBA's CLE program, "Basic Real
Estate Practice," in Portland on October 6.

Dano A. Cleaves '74

Cleaves'74
Honored

panelist at the Maine State Bar Association's Continuing tægal Education program, "Essential District Court Practice
Skills: Kennebec County," in Augusta

More than l50lawyers, judges,
mental health profæsionals, family
memberq and fiends gathered to
honor retiring Administrative Court
Judge, Dana A. Cleavæ'74, at a
dinner at the Mariners'Chureh Ban-

on November 19.

quet Center, Portland, on November

'7!

10.

'72

gon.Rae Ann French was a

er"gory J. Farris moderated

the Maine State Bar Association's Con-

tinuing lægal Education program,
"Essential District Court Practice Skills:
Kennebec County," in Augusta on
November 19. Joseph A. Troiano,
attorney and CPA for Newman, Noyes
and Associates, presented a program,
"The Impact Of the 1993 Tax Act On
Charitable Giving: An Overview," at
the National Society of Fund Raising
Executives Northern New England
Chapter meeting on November 4 in
Portland.

'74

vnymrG. Givertz was on the
faculty of the Maine St¿te Bar Association's Continuing lægal Education program, "Family [aw: Advocacy," in
Augusta on December 3. Kenneth L.
Jordan, Jr. was on the faculty of the
MSBA's CLE program, "Effective
Estate Planning," in Augusta on
October 14.

'75 l.Scott Davis, counsel for the
Maine State Bar Association, authored
an article, "Bar Counsel's 1992 Annual
Report," in the September 1993 issue of
the Maine Bar Journal. Bryan M.
Dench was on the faculty of the
MSBA's Continuing lægal Education
program, "Effective Estate Planning," in
Augusta on October 14. James E.
Tierney was recently elected to the
American Judicature Society's Board of
Directors at the Society's Annual Meeting in New York.

The event, sponsored by the Family
[¿w Section of the Maine State Bar
Association and Resources for
Divorced Families, recognized Judge
Cleaves for his leadership in the
development of the Family Court
Project in Cumberland County. The
Family Law Section also n¿med
Judge Cleaves the first recipient of its
newly established Annual Achievement Aw¿rd.
Speakers included Chief Justice
Daniel E. Wathen'65, and Hon.
Roland Be¿udoin'17, rrow Acting

Administrative Court Judge. Ellsworh T. Rundlett, III'73 displayed

Bu¡gess was on the faculty of the
MSBA's CLE program, "Hazardous
Waste Liability," in Augusta on
November 16. Katherine Greason was
elected Fresident of the Board of Directors of Pine Tree lægal Assistance. She
has been a member of the Board for the
past four years.

'8O

Hor,. Iæigh I. Saufley was on
the faculty of the Maine State Bar Association's Continuing lægal Education
program, "Family [aw: Advocacy," in
Augusta on December 3. Judith A.
\iloodbury was on the faculty of the
MSBA's CLE program, "Basic Real
Estate Practice," in Portland on October 6.

'8,2

Mills co-authored an article, "In

'83

Cnu.rcs R. Bean has siarted his
firm, Charles R. Bean, Attomey
law
own
at

[aw,

lawyers Project: Ten Years After,"

nies.

1993.

partly out of frustration
with the lack of resources to do the
job properly but also "because I
believe I can do things privately that I
couldn't do in the court system."
He has opened an alternative
divorce resolution practice, "very
much in line with the ADR trend," he
said. "In addition to mediation and
arbitration, however, I will also pro
vide an evaluation and advisory opinion, much like I have been doing on
the day of trial for the past fifteen and
a half years," he added.

r

963 Broadway, South Portland.

Charles G. Henegar, Project Director
for Maine's Volunteer lawyers Project,
is the author of the article, "The Volunteer

Cleaves said he decided to give up

Search

of a Theory of Alimony," in the Maine
Inw Review, Vol. 45, No. 2, 1993.

his usual wit, grace, tacq and good
t¿ste in the role of master of ceremo-

his judgeship

suunHooke Iæe and husband,

Henry [æe, of Brookline Massachusetts
announce the birth of their second child,
Jonathan David, on APnl2, 1993. Ms.
Iæe is a Professor of l¿w and Library
Director at the Massachuætts School of
I¿w in Andover. Hon. NancY Diesel

in

the

Maine Bar Journal, SePtember

'B4Kevin

F. Gordon was on rhe
faculty of the Maine St¿te Bar Association's Continuing lægal Education program, "Family law: AdvocacY," in
Augusta on December 3. P. Andrew
ffamilton was on the faculty of the
MSBA's CLE program, "Hazardous
Waste Liability," in Augusta on
November 16. Robert H. Jordan was
promoted to Senior Intellectual Property Counsel at Minnesota Mining and
Manufacturing Company. Brenda C.
Smith-Weiss is an attomey with Smith. Weiss, Zall, Shepard & Moore, P'C.,
Nashua, New Hampshire.

Ree{¡l'78 SetsAmbitious @als es
Vermont Bar fiseciation President
It is not surprising that Bi[ Reedy
of the
Vermont Bar Association. His commitment to public service began
before he anived ¿t law school and
hæ continued throughout his career.
As a VISTA volunteer at the Ver'78 has become the President

mont St¿te Hospital between gradua-

tion &om Mddlebury College and the
start of law æhool, Reedy developed
an interest in the legal rights of institutionalized persons. In law school he
ærved as an intern at the Ment¿l
Health Project in trl/ashington, D.C.
After graduation, he worked for Vermont lægal Aid at the Training
School in Brandon, dealing with cases

involving persons with menüal ret¿rdation who had been commitæd.
Two of the cæes he initiaæd at that
time ræulted in the closing of the two
institutions in Vermont for persons
with menøl retardation. "I have just
been invited to the form¿l ceremony
on December 9 closing the Training
School," Reedy said. "I believe this
makes Vermont the fi¡st state in the
country to rely exclusively on community based ættings for persons with
mental retardation."
After two years at Brandon, Reedy
became Director of a special project
of Vermont l¡gal Aid, the Vermont
Developmental Disabilitie.s [¿w Project. During his eight years with the
law Project, he got involved in
national issues concerning persons
with disabilities. In 1987 he was
elected President of the National
fusociation of Protection and Advocacy Systems. In 1988 he became
General Counsel for the Vermont
Department of Education. His job
involves litigation, regulation, legislation and general advice; he supervises

two st¿ff attorneys.
While at the L¿w Project, Reedy
hrst got involved with the Bar Association as Chair of its Committee on the
Menølly and Physically Handicapped. His interest in the fusociation
grew steadily. "The Association

to do a fine job of bringing
lawyers in private practice together
for social events and sccasional educational programs," he said, 'but it
didn't seem to adequately serve tåe
needs of lawyers in a rapidly changing
bar, including women and public and
non-profit sector lawyers. Further, it
took mostly an isolationist stance with
respect to social issues and legislative
issues, in the beliefthat such efforts
seemed

would be divisive."
Reedy worked to change that. He
became President of the Young [awyers Section of the Association in
1985. They worked on passage of the
Vermont Equal Rights Amendment,
which failed, and on a fair housing
law, which eventually passed. While
on the Association's Board of Managers, he worked to build a legislative
lobblng capacity for the Association.
L¿st year, he helped create the
Government and Non-Profit l,awyers
Section.
As President of the VBA, Reedy
has identified three goals. One is for
the Asociation 'to recognize and

welcome our pro bono responsibilities." He plans to bring to a vote in
early 1994 a controversial proposal,
which as currently drafted sets 50
hours of pro bono service a year as a

guideline for all Vermont lawyers.
His second goal is to have the
Association support full funding of the
judiciary in Vermont as well as the
public defenders and State's Attorneys. "The recession hit Vermont
hard," Reedy said, "and the judiciary
is in danger ofbeing treated by the

other two branchæ of govemment æ
if it were just another st¿te agency
that can be pared back without consequence."

His third goal involves addressing
the rapidly changing practice of law.
"Some of the work lawyers traditionally have relied upon for their bread
and butter is now being handled by
non-lawyers, and those attorneys who
are not computer literate are living in

ffilfiam J. Reedy '78
Jurassic Park," Reedy said. lawyers
are also under sh¡ill attack from the
public, he added. "Simultaneously,
lawyers have become a different collection of people
more rvomen,
more young people with family
responsibilities, more specialized." To
help the Association find its place in
these changing times, Reedy has
initiated an intensive review of the
Association under the auspices of a 5year planning proc€ss.
Finally, he said, the Association is
undertaking a 'foreign policy" project
with Karelia, Vermont's sister state in
Russia. The Vermont B¿r Association
is working with the Karelian Ministry
of Justice and Supreme Court to
teach the rule of law tlere and to
organize a Karelian Bar Association
to facilitate this teaching. "With excellent groundwork done by a number of
Vermont lawyers," Reedy said, "this
project was tluust upon me, but not
unwillingly. It is a very exciting pro-

-

ject."
In leading the Association to
become active in fulfilling its roles
and responsibilities to its members
and the people of Vermont, Reedy's
goals reflect the kind of commitments
he has made in his own career
choices.

I

'85

Audrey R. Delphendhal and
Paul Fillmore'86 announce the birth of
their second child, Elisabeth Renate,
born on October 20, 1993. Audrey will
resume work at the end of the year as a
business manager for the Diversified
Publishing Group at BantamDoubleday-Dell, a division of Bertelsmann, A.G. Ignatius Maclellan spoke
on "Procedural Developments in State
Taxation" at the Annual Meeting for
the National Conference of State Tax
Judges, in Cambridge, Massachusetts,
on September 29. Valerie Stanfill was
on the faculty of the program, !'Advocacy and Negotiation Skills for Women
Iåwyers," in South Portland on
November 3. The program was sponsored by Maine State Bar Association's
Committee on the Status of Women
Attomeys.

'86 Rosalyne S. Bernstein is chairing the team which is restructuring the
Maine St¿te Govemment Departments
of Human Services and Mental Health
and Mental Ret¿rdation. Shar¡ D.'
Broder was elected secretary of the
Maine Association of Dispute Resolution Professionals. Paul Fillmore and
Audrey R. Delphendhal'85 announce
the birth of their second child, Elisabeth
Renate, born on October 20, I 993. Paul
continues to work in the residential real
est¿te securitization group at Financial
Security Assurance in New York. Martin Schindler was co+hair of the Maine
State Bar Association's Continuing

Irgal

Education program, "Family [,aw

Advocacy," in Augusta on October 3.
Clark S. Turner is co-author of "An
Investigation of the Therac-25 Accidents" in the July, 1993, issue of IEEE
Computer. Clark says the article should
be of interest to any technically minded
or products liability oriented attorney.
He hopes to finish his Ph.D. in Computer Science in 1994. His work is concemed with software engineering safety
and the safety of systems that critically
depend on software, such as medical
devices and air traffic control systems.
Clark and his wife, Belinda Morrill,
whom he met in law school, just celebrated their 6th wedding anniversary.

'87

M^rguret C. Lavoie was on the

Maine State Bar Association's Continuing lægal Education program "Family
Iaw: Advocacy," in Augusta on
December 3. Edward Rabasco, Jr.
was one of three speakers at the
National Business Institute's seminar,
"Family Litigation in Maine," in South
Portland on September 28. TimothY
Robbins has opened his own office at

465 Congress Street, Suite 604, Portland. William P. Shumaker announces
the formation of Holman & Shumaker
with offices located at 49 Main Street,
Yarmouth. Andrew Landry reports
two pieces of good news. He was promoted to Corporate Counsel for Bangor
Hydro-Electric Company in January,
1993 and he married the former Kris
Anne Spring on May 22, 1993.

'88

N"il D. Jamieson, Jr. and Lisa.
Cohen Lunn were on the faculty of the
Maine State Bar Association's Continuing lægal Education program, "Family
I¿w: Advocacy," in Augusta on
December 3.

'89 ¡nP. Allen was on the faculty
of the Maine State Bar Association's
Continuing lægal Education program,
"Family [aw: Advocacy," in Augusta
on December 3. She has left Chute &
Allen, P.A. and opened a practice out of
her home in Sebago. Susan Corrente is
counsel with Child Development Services,

Dr. Alexander N. Domri4 Chíef
Specíalíst, CommÍttee on Foreígn

Affaírs and Foreígn Economíc
Reløtíons of the Former Supreme
Sovíet of the Russian Federatíon,
spoke ín the Moot Court Room on
December 6 on "The Proposed
New Russìøn Constítutíon and the
Ilpcomìng Parlíamentary

Electíons."

Department of Education, Augusta,
Maine. Peter J. Wiley was on the
faculty of the MSBA's CLE program,
"Hazardous Waste Liability," in
Augusta on November 16.

t9O

¡"n r¡rur S. Cicchetti has relocated to Williamsburg, Virginia, where
her husband is pursuing a Ph.D. in
marine biology at the Virginia Institute
of Marine Science. She has recently
started work as an Assistant Commonwealth's Attomey for the city of Newport News, Virginia. Colleen J. Quint
and her husband announce the birth of
their second child, Jedidiah Thomas, on
September

27, 1993.

Abner Masory Presídent ot
u.S. Log Cabín Federatíon (Gay
Republícans), speaks to students
abouf the legal ímplicatíons on the
Cívìl Rìghts Ordinances and the
Conservatíve Gay Movement at an
event sponsored by the Federalíst

on October

28.

'91 ro*pt Baldacci has two pieces
of good news to share. He won his first
criminal appeal to the Maine I¿w
Court, Slale v. RossignoL At issue was
the right to remain silent. He also was
married to Elizabeth Walsh, a Boston
College Law School graduate, on
October 2.

'92

l.Bradford coffey was married to Elizabeth McKee '94 inMay,
1993. He is an attorney with Mitchell
Stearns, Bangor, Maine. Marcia A.

&

Metcalf, a former law clerk with the
Maine Supreme Judicial Court, is now
with Pierce, Atwood, Scribner, Allen.
Smith and I¿ncaster in Portland. Roy
T. Pierce, also a former I¿w Court
clerk, has become associated with the
law firm, Brann & Isaacson, Lewiston.

Profes sors Petruccellí and Tousígnnnt lísten to Valerie Stantill mnke
a poìnt. Professor Merle Loper organízed a paneltor hís Professional

Responsíbílþ class to díscuss
ethícal issucs ínvolved and limíts
imposed on lawyers when ø client
líes under oath. Panelísts íncluded
Judíth Andrucki'79, Ifon. Arthur
Brennøn, Laurence Gardrcr '81,
USM Professor Ríchard Møímøn,

t

ProJessor Gerøld Petruccellí,

Valeríe Stanfill'85 and Prolessor
Mary Tousígnant'82.

The Pageant
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MclaughlinGroqp: Randall futes '96 ís professor llard, Mílæ hsæ'96 ís PmþssorZllhru4
DanÍel Edwvrds '96 ìs
Tlæ

Zílligan's Island: Chris Cotnoír, Rìchard
Regau Laurìc lVíllíamson, Alan Størrc, øIl
,94

Trevor Huglæs 95 ís Professor Klnury in thc
hot tub.

Chris L'Ilommedíeu sings "Tlæ 2L Bhtcs."

John Gause '95 is Professor Delogu.
Nìck Kaldro '95 is Professor Zarr.

ProJessor James Fríedman províded the Legal Arnlysis at a panel
díscussion on "Free Speech and

Abortíon Protests" held on
November t8 ìn the Moot Courtrooìm. Other pønelìsts were Steven
Whítg Esq., "Ríght to Líte,'; and
Línda Smith Dyer, Esq. '80, ,,proChoíce," Professor Colleen Rhoury
maderated the discussion. The
event was sponsored by the
Womens' Law Assocíøtíon,

Students meet wìth legal servíce
organízatíon represenlatíves at Pro
Bono Opportunítíes Faír held on
October 23.

Three Strikes . r r You'te Out!!!
Annual SB/\ Picnic' September

ll, l99t

"Migltty Míkc Lang" at tIæ bal

Maily Rogofi "lookhggQd" ltt
tlæ ou{teld

(hlando Iklogu conÍemPlalo s
usíng his

wrct"sPít ball."

Tammy
"How'd
tlmt car whtdow get
brokcn?"
Tom

"Let me at

CollænKlotry "psYlæs
oul" tlæfufrßì.
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